
Folks, morning!  

Please, this mail is a MUST read, especially by the 2022 team to Togo.  

I decided to shoot this mail to y’all this morning, not to scare you, but to explain how many things had changed even in Africa 
because evil people and the US government are leading efforts and funding the fight. Our coast and deep see is a strong base for 
the US to fight drug curtails and terrorism in West Africa and other part of the globe. During our recent stay in the US, I had 
difficulty transferring money through Ria, MoneyGram…found out the decision was coming from the US. 2 weeks ago, my first 
cousin in AZ had a hard time transferring some money to cover expenses for his mom in the ICU. Why? Money transferhas 
become the best and easiest way for terrorists to stay on top of their deadly game and the US is trying to prevent them by 
blocking any suspicious transfer. Drugs are another means. Too bad the word drug is used for both legal medicine and illegal 
drugs such as cannabis, marijuana and drug dealers are misusing the owrd…3 days ago we were ready to get our container out 
and it was blocked because we have listed some drugs, medical equipment and stuff. This morning I am going back to the 
minister of pharmacy and antidrug with a letter and a list of all medical stuff we have in the container before it could be released. 
I hate it! Even a hand shake we formerly used is no longer working, the US means business and failure to comply means jail!  I 
just learned yesterday that there was a drug curtail running through the ports in West Africa, including Togo. A drug curtail was 
busted in Togo…and you know that drugs are what terrorists use the most to get high and blow themselves up and kill many 
people.    

Rules have been very tightened around any kind of medical clinic too.  Again, a lot of mischief had happened, even deaths during 
or after those clinics because some caregivers are not even medical professionals and at times, no physician onsite. Some 
pharmacies are using the word “humanitarian” to evade taxation. Others, including churches are doing business, when they said 
free consultation and medicine and "free glasses" like we always do, they turned around and sold even to poor people with empty 
stomachs. Church buildings can no longer be used to host medical clinics in Togo because medical clinics were turning into the 
casting out demons, making people fall flat on their back like you see on TV.  Placebo and expired drugs (medicine) have been 
used against the WHO's and FDAlaws and regulations.  

Simply put, we have two expressions in Togo to explain what is happening. 1) When only one person had red hair, we call the 
town where he lives the town of red hair people or 2) It is alway the crooked foot that picks up excrement and applies that to the 
straight foot. We have done nothing wrong since 2004 when we started these clinics, and now it seems as if we are being 
punished because of the wrongdoings and the sins of others. Isn’t that what Christ did for us too?  

I am saying all this to explain to y'all who are involved in the 2022 medical clinics and opening of the Grace Hospital the reasons 
behind all the requirements to produce a list and the maker and country of origin of medicine you are bringing…I cannot submit 
the authorization for our upcoming clinic without that list and without the minister of health's authorization we cannot host the 
clinics…nothing exhaustive, just what you intend to bring and how much doses…the US and the WHO are calling the shot even 
against our  “old traditional hand shake”, making sure our drugs are not drug curtail, or placebo, or expired…any list or medicine 
we have used in the past would do for now and we would update when we have a final list. Please, help. 

We will be having dental care for the first time!!! Extractions? YES. PTL!!! Dr Lawson and I have enlisted a gentleman to work 
side by side with Kaylee. Should any case require a follow up FOLIKOE (call him Assistant) will cover that requirement when 
Kaylee is gone. The government had found out that some patients suffered after the medical team left because of lack of follow 
up.  

Anybody who wants to practice and has not sent a copy of diploma or license, please do.  

Any med or dental student, a letter from your school would do.  

Yvette and I and our folks are working hard to help make a history none like anything we have seen before – GRACE 
HOSPITAL TO OPEN. Please, pray and pray and pray. Amen!  

 
 


